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INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH 
 

French Greetings - Hello in French 
  
Learning to greet people is an essential part of learning a new language. Whether you're 
planning to continue learning French or just learn a few basics in preparation for a trip, 
these French greetings can help you on your way. 
 
The basic French greeting is bonjour [bʒur], which can mean hello, good morning, or 
good afternoon. When greeting someone in the evening (beginning around 6pm), say 
bonsoir [bswar]. 
 
To greet someone informally at any time of day, you can say salut [saly], meaning hi. 
 
 
French greeting tips 
 
You should always greet people by saying one of the above. In some countries, it's 
acceptable to greet a salesclerk, for example, with just a smile, but not in France - 
always start out with a polite bonjour. Even when entering a waiting room or boarding a 
bus, the French will mutter bonjour as a general greeting to everyone within earshot. 
 
In addition, if you know the person or are being introduced, you're also expected to 
either faire la bise (kiss cheeks) or se serrer la main (shake hands). When arriving at 
work or school, this means you should go around the room and individually greet each 
person. 
 
Don't ever greet people by saying "bon matin" or "bon après-midi" - the first is incorrect 
and the second can only be used as a good-bye in the morning hours when you’re 
wishing that person a nice afternoon. 
 
French Greetings - How are you? in French 
Exchanging pleasantries about one's health is typical when greeting someone. There are 
several ways to ask how someone is, and which one to use depends on whether you want 
to be formal or informal.* 

 
Formal 

   
 
Asking 
 

 
Answering  

Whether talking to one person or more 
than one, ask: 
Comment allez-vous ? (How are you?) 
[kɔmtalevu] 
 

 
 

Je vais bien   (I'm fine) 
[ʒəvebj] 
Bien, merci   (Fine, thanks) 
[bj Mεrsi] 
Bien, et vous ?   (Fine, and you?) 
[bj ehvu] 
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Informal 

 
Asking 
 

 
Answering  

The most common question is 
Ça va? [sa va] 
(literally, Is it going?), and it has 
variations: 
   Ça va bien ?   (Is it going well?) 
   Comment ça va ?   (How's it going?) 
 
If you're just talking to one person, you 
can also ask Comment vas-tu ? 
                  [kɔm vaty] 

Ça va  [sa va] (Fine) 
Ça va bien  [sa va bj] (I'm doing well) 
Pas mal [pɑ mal]  (Not bad) 
Bien, et toi ? [bj ehtwa] (Fine, and 
you?) 
Je vais bien   [ʒəvebj] (I'm fine) 
Bien, merci   (Fine, thanks) 
[bj Mεrsi] 
 

 
 

Familiar 
 

 
Asking 
 

 
Answering  

Quoi de neuf ?   (What's new?) 
[kwa də nœf] 

Rien de nouveau   (nothing's new) 
[rj də nuvo]  
Pas grand-chose   (not much) 
[pɑ gr∫oz] 

 
 
French subject pronouns: tu, vous = you 
 
In English, the second person subject pronoun is always "you," no matter how 
many people you're talking to, and regardless of whether you know them. But 
French has two different words for "you": tu [ty] and vous [vu]. 
 
The difference in meaning between these two words is very important* - you must 
understand when and why to use each of them. Otherwise, you may inadvertently 
insult someone by using the wrong "you." 
 
 
Tu is the familiar "you," which 
demonstrates a certain closeness and 
informality. Use tu when speaking to 
one: friend, peer / colleague, relative, 
child or pet. 

Vous is the formal "you." It is used to 
show respect or maintain a certain 
distance or formality with someone. 

Use vous when speaking to: someone 
you don't know well, an older person, 
an authority figure or to anyone to 
whom you wish to show respect 
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Vous is also the plural "you" - you have to use it when talking to more than one 
person, no matter how close you are. 
 
Summary  

• familiar and singular: tu 
• familiar and plural: vous 
• formal and singular: vous 
• formal and plural: vous 

 
Because the tu / vous distinction doesn't exist in English, beginning French 
students often have trouble with it. Some people follow the guideline of using 
whatever the other person uses with them. This can be misleading: someone in 
authority may use tu with you, but that certainly doesn't mean that you can 
respond in kind. You can try asking On peut se tutoyer ? [ pø sətytwaje], but when 
in doubt, I tend to use vous. I'd rather show someone too much respect than not 
enough! 
 
 
*There are even verbs to indicate which pronoun you're using: 
 
tutoyer = to use tu 
[tytwaje] 
 

vouvoyer = to use vous 
[vuvwaje]  
 

 

 

Essential French Phrases - Social Niceties 

Learn some important French phrases related to social niceties 

When traveling to France - or anywhere else, for that matter - it's important to 
follow the local customs. A big part of this is knowing what to say in different social 
situations. Take a look at these essential French phrases related to social niceties: 
 
Bonjour 
If you only speak one word of French, 
make it bonjour. You should always 
begin your conversations by greeting 
the other person. 
Greeting gestures: faire la bise(kiss 
cheeks) - se serrer la main (shake 
hands) 
 
 
 

Ça va ? 
This is the most common way to ask 
how someone is doing, but you do 
need to be careful with it as it is 
informal. 
 
See other ways to say "how are you?" 
in French 
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S'il vous plait [sil vuplε] 

In English, "please" is the magic word, 
but in French it's a magic phrase. 
 
Merci 
When your wish is granted, be sure to 
say "thank you." 
 
Si ce n'est pas indiscret [si sə nə 
pazdiskrε] 
When chatting with acquaintances 
about things like jobs and family 
situation, they ask for permission to 
ask such personal questions with this 
expression. 
 
On peut se tutoyer ? [ pø 
sətytwaje] 
If you're not sure whether it's ok to 
use the familiar tu, just ask. 
Tu vs Vous 

 
À la vôtre ! [ala votr] 

The most common expression for 
making a toast. 
 
 
Bon appétit ![ bɔn'aptɪ] 

We use this expression in English 
sometimes, but the French say it 
constantly. 
 
À tes souhaits ! [ate swε] 

What to say after someone sneezes. 
 
 
Au revoir [O r(ə)vwar] 

 

Don't just smile and walk away - it's 
important to end even brief 
conversations by saying "good-bye." 

 

French Introductions - Les Présentations 

Learn how to introduce yourself and others in French 

When you meet French speakers, you need to know how to introduce yourself and 
what to say when you are introduced. Here are some useful expressions related to 
French introductions: 
 
Introducing yourself 
 
Je me présente. [ʒə mə prεzant] � Let me introduce myself. 
 
Je m'appelle... [ʒə mapεl] �   My name is... 
 
Je suis... [ʒə sɥit] �    I am... 
 
Mon prénom est... [m pren eh] �    My (first) name is... 
 
 
Introducing others 
 
Je vous présente... [ʒəvu prεzant] (formal and/or plural) 
            � I'd like to introduce... 
Je te présente... [ʒə tə prεzant] (informal)  
    
   Voici... [vwasi] �  This is... 
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   Il s'appelle... [il sapεl] �    His name is... 
 
   Elle s'appelle... [el sapεl] �   Her name is... 
 
Meeting people 
 
Comment vous appelez-vous ? [kɔmvuzaplεvu]  (formal and/or plural) 
                                                                  �    What is your name? 
Comment t'appelles-tu ? [kɔmtapεlty] (informal) 
    
Enchanté / Enchantée. [∫te]  �   It's nice to meet you. 
 
 
French words to watch out for 
 
prénom - first name, given name , nom - last name, family name, surname, 
surnom - nickname 
 
introduire - to insert. Don't use this French verb when talking about introducing one 
person to another - it's a false cognate. The correct verb when making 
introductions in French is présenter. 
 
The French Alphabet  

While it's true that one can learn a foreign language conversationally, some 
students prefer to have a healthy grasp of the language. That's where the French 
alphabet comes in handy. The letters of the French alphabet are based on the Latin 
alphabet and are actually made of the same letters as the English, however these 
26 letters are pronounced quite differently in French. Peruse the chart below to see:  

The Alphabet  

English French English French English French  

A  ah  J  zhee  S  ess  

B  beh  K  kah  T  teh  

C  seh  L  ell  U  ooh  

D  deh  M  em  V  veh  

E  uh  N  en  W  doo-blah-veh 

F  effe  O  oh  X  eeks  

G  zheh  P  peh  Y  ee-grek  

H  ahsh  Q  koo  Z  zed  

I  ee  R  air  n/a  n/a  
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Learning and Listening to French  

Without a doubt, one of the most difficult aspects of French is the actual 
pronunciation of the French alphabet and the words and phrases that contain them. 

Important Notes on Numbers in French  

Before you get started in learning the French numbers, here are a few quick notes 
to keep in mind:  

• Start with the basics: One of the most important things you can do is to 
learn the numbers one through ten. This is because, in French, all of the 
numbers build upon themselves.  

• Know the tens, twenties, etc.: The same rule stated above applies to all 
the other numbers. For example, the number ten in French is dix. From 
there, the numbers seventeen through nineteen are dix-sept, dix-huit, and 
dix-neuf.  

The same rule holds true for twenty; vingt. As you move into twenty-one and 
twenty-two, the numbers become vingt et un (twenty and one), vingt-deux, etc.  

• Using "cent": Numbers one hundred through nine hundred and ninety-nine 
all use the "cent" (or one hundred) at the end.  

The French Numbers  

Below is a handy chart filled with the French numbers. Use this chart as an easy-to-
read reference guide:  

Reading French Numbers  

English 
Numbers  

French 
Numbers  

English Continued  French 
Continued  

Zero  Zero  Thirty  Trente, etc.  

One  Un  Thirty-one  Trente et un  

Two  Deux  Thirty-two  Trente-deux  

Three  Trois  Forty  Quarante  

Four  Quatre  Forty-one  Quarante et un  

Five  Cinq  Fifty  Cinquante  

Six  Six  Sixty  Soixante  

Seven  Sept  Seventy  Soixante-dix  

Eight  Huit  Seventy-one  Soixante et onze  
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Nine  Neuf  Seventy-two  Soixante-douze  

Ten  Dix  Seventy-three  Soixante-treize  

Eleven  Onze  Seventy-four  Soixante-quatorze  

Twelve  Douze  Eighty  Quatre-vingts  

Thirteen  Treize  Eighty-one  Quatre-vingt-un  

Fourteen  Quatorze  Eighty-two  Quatre-vingt-deux  

Fifteen  Quinze  Ninty  Quatre-vingt-dix  

Sixteen  Seize  Ninety-one  Quatre-vingt-onze  

Seventeen  Dix-sept  One hundred  Cent  

Eighteen  Dix-huit  Two hundred  Deux cents  

Nineteen  Dix-neuf  
Two hundred and 

one  Deux cent un  

Twenty  Vingt  One thousand  Mille  

Twenty-one  Vingt et un  Two Thousand  Deux mille  

Twenty-two  Vingt-deux  One million  Un million  

Twenty-three  Vingt-trois  Two million  Deux millions  

To Learn Even More About French Numerals  

A great way to begin practicing the numbers and inculcating it into your mind is to 
surround yourself with French. Here are some easy examples of how to do just 
that:  

• Use a calendar: Many of us have a colorful wall calendar tacked up 
somewhere in our houses. If you are learning how to speak French, why not 
make that calendar French-oriented instead? This way, not only will you 
begin surrounding yourself with French, but you'll also learn how to say the 
months in French as well.  

• Date in French: Another trick to practicing the numbers is to date your 
documents in French. While this can be a time-consuming way of writing the 
date, it does give you plenty of opportunities to practice spelling the numbers 
in French.  

• Try a book: While this is not the most novel of ideas, books are a great way 
to pick up a language. Some French books are simply too complicated to 
learn numbers from, but try a few to see what works for you. Children's 
French books may have numbers written in colorful and memorable ways 
that can help any age to memorize them.  
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Learning Your French Numbers  

Learning the numbers one through ten is pretty straight forward - learning the 
numbers just takes memorization and a bit of practice.  

• One - Un (pronounced uh)  
• Two - Deux (pronounced dhur)  
• Three - Trois (pronounced twa)  
• Four - Quatre (pronounced katr)  
• Five - Cinq (pronounced sank)  
• Six - Six (pronounced sees)  
• Seven - Sept (pronounced sept)  
• Eight - Huit (pronounced wheet)  
• Nine - Neuf (pronounced nurf  
• Ten - Dix (pronounced dees)  

Larger French Numbers  

French numbers through twenty also have unique translations, but counting Fernch 
numbers beyond that is a bit easier up until seventy since the twenties, thirties, 
forties, fifites, and sixties build on base number terms. The written form includes 
the base term (twenty, for example, is "vingt") and the subsequent number include 
a dash after the base term and then the corresponding French number. The 
exception is one, which is et-un. "Vingt-et-un" would be twenty one, then vingt-
deux twenty two, vingt-trois twenty three, and so on. Seventy through ninety add 
larger French numeral terms to obtain the number, for example seventy is 
"soixante-dix", sioxante is sixty, and dix is ten, equaling the desired number of 
seventy.  

One hundred through nine hundred and ninety nine additionally have "cent" added 
to achieve the correct number.  

French Pronunciation of Numbers One Through Ten  

The key to the pronunciation of French numbers is to master the lowest numbers 
first because they are the building blocks. The most difficult sound to make is 
probably the nasal one found in un, in, an and on.  

This can be practiced by squeezing the nose with thumb and forefinger as you 
pronounce the letters, shortly and lightly. You will hear a nasal sound emerge. 
Refer to the French Pronunciation Table for help pronouncing other words.  
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FRENCH NUMBERS 1-10  

NUMBERS IN FRENCH PRONUNCIATION 

1  un  uh (nasal)  

2  deux  duhr  

3  trois  twa  

4  quatre  katr  

5  cinq  sank (nasal)  

6  six  sees  

7  sept  set  

8  huit  weet  

9  neuf  nurf  

10  dix  dees  

French Pronunciation: Number Eleven Through Twenty  

In English, numbers start building after 12. This is not the case in French. Numbers 
are distinct until 17, which is when they start building by putting together 10 (dix) 
and 7 (sept.)  

FRENCH NUMBERS 11-19  

NUMBERS IN FRENCH PRONUNCIATION 

11  onze  onz  

12  douze  dooz  

13  treize  trez  

14  quatorze  katorz  

15  quinze  kanz (nasal)  

16  seize  sez  

17  dix-sept  dee-set  

18  dix-huit  dees-weet  

19  dix-neuf  dees-nurf  

Note that in 18, the 'h' in huit is silent. Therefore the 's' sound made by the 'x' is 
carried over and heard, thus dees-weet. This will happen in counting French 
numbers that involve 'huit.'  

Additionally, the 's' sound is heard with 9 (neuf), thus dees-nurf.  
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Pronouncing the Rest of the Tens  

Once you arrive at twenty, it becomes a matter of adding the number to the prefix 
-- as in English. In addition to un, cinq , vingt and all of the ante endings are nasal 
sounds.  

• 20 is vingt and is pronounced as van (nasal)  
•  
o 21 is vingt-et un and is pronounced vant-ay-uh  
o 22 is vingt-deux and is pronounced as van-duhr  

• 30 is trente and is pronounced as tront  
•  
o 31 is trent-et-un and is pronounced as tront-ay-uh  

• 40 is quarante and is pronounced as karont (nasal)  
• 50 is cinquante and is pronounced as sank-ont (nasal)  
• 60 is soixante and is pronounced as swa-sont (nasal)  
• 80 is quatre-vingt and is pronounced as katr-van (nasal)  
• 100 is cent and is pronounced as son (nasal)  
• 1,000 is mille and is pronounced as meel  

NB. The Special Case of 70 and 90  

Now septante just doesn't sound right and may even sound a bit too much like it's 
predecessor soixante. Therefore, from 60-80 is just like 1-20.At 70 add ten and 
keep going until 80:  

• 70 is soixante-dix and is pronounced as swa-sont-dees (nasal)  

At 90 add ten to 'quatre-vingt' and continue until 100  

• 90 is quartre-vingt-dix and is pronounced as kat-ra-van-dees (nasal)  

To Sum Up  

Perhaps the very best thing about French numbers, like the French alphabet, is that 
they are easy to learn. All it really takes to speak and understand them is a 
willingness to learn, a drive and a passion for another language, and the willingness 
to make a few mistakes along the way. With patience, diligence and the right 
attitude, you'll be reciting the numbers in French in no time!  

Refer to the Audio Materials for practice on pronunciation and practice. 
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Educational Educational Educational Educational FunFunFunFun::::    Engineering Facts in the French World 

Eiffel Tower History Facts  

The Eiffel Tower is not only the most recognizable landmark in the world, but Eiffel Tower 

history facts make it one of the most interesting parts of French history to discover as 

well.  

Eiffel Tower History Facts: 

The Controversy  

Something many people don't realize is that 

the Eiffel Tower was considered a colossal 

waste of money, space and resources at the 

time that it was built. Parisians appreciate 
nothing if not aesthetics, and according to 

the popular opinion of the artists of the 

day, a huge tower of intertwining metal did 

not add to the aesthetics of the Parisian 

landscape. Gustave Eiffel's response was that a monument on such a grand scale held a 

certain sort of elegance that would enhance France's appeal and beauty. It seems like 

Monsieur Eiffel was right, since many of the earliest critics either retracted their 

statements or publicly created works to honor the Eiffel Tower. Today it is the most 
visited landmark in the world.  

Early History of the Eiffel Tower  

From the very beginning, the Eiffel Tower has managed to be a household name. Not only 

was it unveiled at the world's fair, but it has also hosted dignitaries, been featured in 

numerous films, and is the iconic symbol of Paris itself.  

Start the Presses  

In 1889, Le Figaro set up a printing press on the first floor of the Eiffel Tower. A visitor 
could purchase his daily newspaper and, for an additional fee, have the paper certified 

that he had climbed the Eiffel Tower.  

Fly-Bys  

The first person to ever fly past the Eiffel Tower was Santos-Dumont in 1901. He took off 

from Saint-Cloud and flew by the steel tower in his dirigible. It wasn't long before 

someone flew by the tower in a "Wright" plane, made of canvas and wood. The Count of 

Lambert successfully flew around the Eiffel Tower in 1909. While the feat marked a 
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milestone in aviation history, the true benefit was that the aerodynamics lab on the first 

floor was able to test and observe how the wings functioned during flight.  

Extreme Competitions  

People have always been fascinated with the idea of competition in the Eiffel Tower. The 

first athletic competition was a race to see who could run up the stairs to the first floor 

the quickest. The record set was a mere three minutes and twelve seconds and Forestier, 

the winner, became the proud owner of a brand new bike.  

Unauthorized History in the Making  

The old adage, "It's easier to say sorry than to ask forgiveness," seems true when 

discussing Eiffel Tower history facts. Many people made history on the tower, but did so 
without obtaining permission. The first of these feats was "the Birdman," a Parisian tailor 

who decided that a parachute wouldn't be that tricky to sew together. Using his 

parachute, he threw himself to the first floor and crashed.  

In 1923, there was also Pierre Labric, who went from the first floor to the ground on his 

cycle. Apparently, the unauthorized trip didn't reflect too badly on his character because 

he went on to be a well-known mayor of Montmartre.  

Illuminations  

One of the most recognizable scenes of the Eiffel Tower is at 

night. Pierre Bideau, an electrician and engineer, designed the 

lights that originally adorned the tower to give it that 

characteristic, luminous glow. The lighting was originally achieved 

by several thousand standard projectors, which were replaced in 

2004 with more eco-friendly projectors. In 2007, thousands of 

light bulbs replaced the projectors altogether; these will need to 

be replaced every 10 years.  

The Fascinating Eiffel Tower  

It is fascinating to think that one place has held so much history, 

and only in just over 100 years. No wonder it is considered one of 

the premiere feats of engineering of the modern generation. 

Next Topic���� The French Grammar…  


